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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
You have just embarked on an epic journey to turn your
roleplaying game’s weaponry into something far less
mundane.
This book is divided into two sections: Methods and
Madness. Methods are story-driven, inspirational sections
that build narratives surrounding weapons. Madness are
versatile, detailed weapon generators that forge weapons
of every kind imaginable. Use these two sections together,
or by themselves, to forge a new place for weapons at
your gaming table. Check out the roll tables below for
interesting ways to get started!

METHODS

d4

Sometimes, a piece of advice, or inspirational way to utilize
the tables within this book will come to mind during the
writing process. This is the perfect place for me to store
those tidbits of helpful information – out of the way, yet
still easily found on the page.

Something You’ll Need is...

1

...a pen to write with, and a sheet of paper to write on. In fact, grab multiple pages, bound up nicely into some
sort of journal or binder. You’ve been waiting too long to write your ideas down anyway.

2

...a set of polyhedral dice. Using just your basic set (d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, and d20), you can generate anything
using the multitudes of roll tables in this book.

3

...your imagination. The roll tables in this book have been tested and streamlined, but wonky results are still
bound to pop up. Remember that this is not an opportunity to turn around and go back – but instead, to
create something even more interesting than before.

4

...your favorite roleplaying game system and setting. There are many ideas to unravel and discover within this
book, and it’s up to you to utilize them in whichever ways seem best to you as a Game Master and storyteller.

d6

4

THIS IS A BREAKOUT BOX

A Perfect Place to Start...

1

...is the swords Madness section. Nothing better than an epic, new sword to kick off a quest – if the game
starts feeling too clichéd, you can turn it on its head with a dose of lethality.

2

...might be inside your notes from the last session. Is there something on that messy scrap of paper that you
can flesh out using the tables in this book? Perhaps the villain who just clashed with the party is now in need
of a legendary method from the Methods section in order to fulfill some malicious motive?

3

...is the elaborate weapon name generator at the end of the book, developed by Tabletop Terrors, to infuse your
weapons with story and lore (and a cool name). Roll a few times on those roll tables, and you’ll be inspired in no
time.

4

...is the very beginning! Flip over to the first Method and start pondering some hidden armaments the party
might stumble across, and the exciting stories they might lead to.

5

...brainstorming for something truly unique and creative is the Infinite Weapons Method, where you will
encounter a series of roll tables, open-ended questions, and tips to inspire you to create a completely different
weapon each time!

6

...is the HexCrawl Weapon Hunt Method. Using the provided map, thrust the adventurers into a sandbox-style
adventure containing a vitally important weapon, and the villains, factions, and other stakeholders whose fates
and goals are tied to it.

This is a Page Number Strip! This is where you’ll find inspirational flavor text, cool historical
quotes, random weapon names, and other tidbits that are fun for easy inspiration and flipping.

d8

Personally, I Recommend...

1-2

...starting in the Madness section first. Get yourself inspired by rolling on some of the weapons tables before
devising excellent ways to apply this newly forged weapon into your campaign.

3-4

...letting the roll tables lead you to other sections of the book. Many of the roll table items in this book
synergize well with the other tables in both the Methods and Madness sections. This is where the inspiration
and creative spark can fractalize into new and exciting ideas.

5-6

...choosing a weapon from one of the player’s character sheets, flipping to that weapon type in the Madness
section, and brainstorming an exciting upgrade.

7-8

...the Methods section on weapons of mass consequence. The prospects of a horrific, world-ending cataclysm
is ripe for a variety of story ideas – from gritty sword and sorcery to epic high fantasy.

This is a Query! Asking questions is a
great way to inspire creativity in your
roleplaying game preparation, so that’s
exactly what we’re going to do! We’ve
provided loads of questions throughout
this book that are sure to inspire
and challenge you. Each
question is (aptly) denoted by
a Be A Better Weapon Master
insignia, emblazoned with a
question mark in the center!

d10

RESKIN FOR THE WIN
This book is loaded with roll tables to forge mythical
weapons of all kinds. For a truly unique weapon, use the
weapons tables in the Madness section… for a different
weapon. Roll on the swords tables for a staff, or the
handaxe tables for a rapier – then tweak the description to
devise a weapon unlike any other!

Use This Book to...
...chisel an epic, clandestine prophecy into a weapon of your choosing, embarking the party on a campaign of
amazing significance.

2

...develop a horrific poison for the adventurers – or their adversaries – to treat their weapons with to deadly
effect.

3

...give a weapon some personality – literally – using the sentient weapons Method!

4

...trigger the ultimate barroom brawl in your next session, using the large array of improvised weapon tables in
the Madness section.

5

...send the party on their own personal quest to forge a brand new weapon themselves, using a plethora of
interesting raw materials, dangerous locations, and scheming characters found in the corresponding Method
section.

6

...survive after the apocalypse, either as an efficient source of fuel for burning, or as a tome of inspiration to
pass the time in the wasteland of the new world.

7

...surprise your players when they find a mysterious fantasy firearm in an otherwise low-tech setting – or take
it one step further with a future weapon.

8

...reward your players with a cool new shield to defend themselves and their allies from enemy assaults –
shield wall!

9

...spice up the party’s home region by introducing a new and famed weaponsmith to the region.

10

...defend yourself, assuming there’s nothing better around you to utilize as a weapon – it will probably just
annoy your opponent, though...

This is another Page Number Strip! Wow! You guys get one of these on each page? That’s a pretty
sweet deal, if you ask me...

METHODS

1

5

PROPHECIES OF BLOOD AND STEEL
Forged from time itself, the steel of eternity is quenched
in the waters of prophecy and premonition. Infused with
otherworldly magic, and sheltered under the wing of
the fates, what once was a mundane weapon of little
significance becomes a true symbol of potential – an
unearthly longing for something greater than the individual.
Perhaps the adventurers themselves will stand at the
epicenter of the prophetic words. Either way, divination
and destiny are ripe for storyline twists and turns. Using
the provided tables, set the campaign on this epic course.

METHODS

d4

While you as the Game Master might know exactly what
a dynamically mysterious prophecy truly means, the party
might only have a small portion of the whole vision. Have
fun using the prophecy like it’s a puzzle – allow the party
to pick up the meaning of the big picture piece by piece.
And if the player’s idea of the prophecy is cooler than the
one you first imagined? Fear not – and don’t hesitate to
shift or combine ideas!

These Prophetic Words...

1

...date back to prehistoric times. Whether it was the forerunners of civilization, a race of interdimensional
travelers, or a now extinct tribe of intelligent beasts, the source is a powerful and obscure one, indeed.

2

...come from ancient times. The architects of the world’s earliest civilizations first chiseled them into sacred
stone before they were lost to time – only now have they again seen the light of day.

3

...have been translated and retranslated a great number of times over the last millennium. One cannot be sure if
the prophecy is even accurate anymore – though much of it rings true.

4

...were devised recently, and fed surreptitiously to a coven of wicked cultists – it is impossible to tell if the
words are truly prophecy, but these wicked people will believe it at any cost.

d6
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LOST IN TIME

The Prophecy Has Been...

1

...engraved expertly into part of the weapon itself – it seems near impossible to separate the weapon from this
eternal fate, at least symbolically.

2

...ceremonially displayed in beautiful stained glass windows, running along the high walls of the nation’s finest
cathedral.

3

...splattered in the blood of the sacrificed, upon a wall near where the weapon was found – many gruesome
displays of this horrific graffiti have recently been seen throughout the region.

4

...scrawled hurriedly onto a scrap of torn parchment, and tied around the weapon with a coil of iron cable.

5

...spoken aloud in mass gatherings around the region as of late – more and more people have been drawn to
the tenets of its words.

6

...painted maniacally on the wall each night near the weapon’s location. The “artist” in question using a strange
animal’s blood to create these brutal still-lifes.

Few prophecies can stand the test of time – try removing assorted pieces from the prophecy to
add an air of mystery and realism to the ancient script.

d8

The Prophecy Speaks…

1-2

...of a child’s birth – a young one that will eventually take up this mighty tool of destruction and despair.

3-4

...of a weapon just like this one, and the expert smith that will reforge it unknowingly for darkness – only then
will the prophecy come to fruition.

5-6

...of this weapon’s own destruction. Only purposefully destroying it and reforging it will fulfill the prophecy and
allow the weapon to exist.

7-8

...of an ancient dagger, and the lost twin of the planes who will use it to carve open a waterfall between two
worlds – a pathway that evil powers use to invade the realm.

Where will destiny take you? To a faraway land? Or to
a hidden family basement you grew up never realizing
existed? How many people in existence can decipher
the prophecy? Are those people holders of deep secrets
and powerful positions? Or monks who have
taken vows of silence? What could be so
dangerous that it would motivate such
secrecy in the first place? What would it
take to get them to open up about it?

d10

The Prophecy Promises...
...the reunification of the tribes – the once great clans of the steppe will ride again under one
banner. Only then may this army of mounted warriors act together undivided.

2

...the power of a great nation will fall at the hands of two lesser powers. It claims that the two
will begin as hated enemies, but ally together to bring down this mighty foe.

3

...that a fragmented faction of immense power will come to rule a great portion of the nation –
only to turn its gaze on ruling the whole of the realm.

4

...civilization will begin anew. A falling of the world’s greatest powers will initiate a new start –
and the release of an ancient benevolent power will be the new foundation for the meek to rebuild
the world.

5

...an end to crime as we know it – a world where the people come to a universal understanding of
each other’s needs and viewpoints, the byproduct being law and order.

6

...a gargantuan cataclysm – an apocalyptic, outside threat, falling from the heavens itself and
dooming the realm to certain, swift destruction.

7

...the most prolific desolate battlefield the realm has seen, where a weapon of world-changing
prospects can be found amidst the most grisly site of carnage and ruin.

8

...revolution. An uprising of the people unlike anything ever before witnessed – a rebellion that will
tear the foundations of the realm asunder.

9

...a slow death for those caught in the machinations of this weapon’s fate, their final moments
doomed to loneliness – away from friends, surrounded by enemies.

10

...the crossing of a river, the fortune of a lion’s lair, and the sacrifice of a gleaming star – this
prophecy is cryptic, but compelling to many who hear it.

Whether the catalyst of a wondrous prophecy, or the stopgap to an apocalyptic one, there will
always be enemies with a vested interest in the opposite motivation. Who opposes the party?
When will they strike?

METHODS
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POISONS, TOXINS, AND DEADLY TREATMENTS
Facing down a foe of equal stature in honorable combat
might serve many well, but there are those who see such
engagements as foolish ventures – the single cast of a die
that too often leads to an early grave.
Whether they are too weak to fight, or too mischievous
to fight fairly, when these more sinister sorts do get their
hands dirty, they often do so by poisoning their blades, or
dipping the ends of their arrows into vials of toxic liquid.
Use the tables below to offer the adventurers themselves
a chance to treat their weapons to a more nefarious point
of view.

METHODS
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When the party comes into contact with malevolent
weapon treatments such as these, the transition between
metered, experimental use and the deployment of such
horrifying effects on a regular basis can happen rather
quickly. What are the consequences of using such toxins
so frequently? Are the bodies of those affected turning
up en masse at local doctors and morgues? Have the
authorities picked up the scent of these killings, and
dispatched their special operatives to deal with the party?
Or are there more subtle and terrifying changes, occurring
in the minds of the characters themselves?

The Poison in Question is...

1

...a silky, white liquid. When touched by the steel of a weapon, it changes color to a vile green.

2

...ground into a fine, violet powder, streaked in mystically shifting sands of indigo. The soft, chalky substance
magnetically attaches to any contacted metals.

3

...tasteless, odorless, and nearly impossible to see. This gaseous toxin is made to be carefully wafted and
settled over a weapon of choice before combat – a single mistake in the process could prove costly.

4

...a putrid black ichor, both foul-smelling and easily absorbed into the skin – and steel.

d6
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INFAMOUS AND UNRULY

The Poison is Found...

1

...in a single bottle, wrapped up in elegant paper as if it were a gift to celebrate a popular regional holiday.

2

...in individual glass vials, sealed inside an old shipping crate once used for mass distribution. Inside the crate is
an old ledger, containing the notorious names of many buyers – some of which might be surprising.

3

...inside a sealed leather pouch, hidden within the secret compartment of a spice rack. The pouch sits alongside
otherwise mundane ingredients and raw materials, used commonly for cooking a particular regional delicacy.

4

...in multiple small capsules, contained in a cold iron bottle – medicine of a more malignant nature, which will
take some more time to break down and apply to a weapon.

5

...infused into a small talisman to some infernal patron. Appearing as steel, though soft and sponge-like to the
touch, the toxin can easily be rubbed across a weapon’s surface in preparation for battle.

6

...already applied to a weapon and ready for a single-use in whatever conniving way the wielder sees fit.

There is power in the unknown. Letting the adventurers brood over what a poison’s effects are can
be more thrilling than explaining the symptoms and consequences all at once.

d8

When Used Against the Enemy...

1-2

...their blood immediately begins to clot into hardened, crimson stone. The process happens rather quickly, but
varies depending on the subject.

3-4

...the affected area begins to wither and flake like dried, dead flesh. Over the next fortnight, the wound gradually
increases in size until the victim is nothing more than a pile of crimson and gray ash.

5-6

...a large cloud of white vapor explodes from the point of contact – any exposed flesh will be frozen away by
the burning-cold fumes. Breathing the toxin would mean frozen lungs to be sure.

7-8

...the inflicted wound is almost immediately sealed – with no apparent harm. But within a day or two, the
victim will be covered in oozing, bursting, agonizing pustules.

What’s in a poison? Burning and writhing agony, or swift and painless
death? What about purple flames, lined in silver, uncontrollable
vomiting, or a rapidly-evolving disease who has just found its
first host? What about something that causes
hallucinations or dysphoria? Nightmares, causing
dangerous sleepwalking spells? What about something
that makes the victim forget who they are altogether?
The possibilities are more than just the four items in
the table above – so what’s in a poison?

d10

The Only Way to Treat the Wound is...
...with harsh and immediate cauterization – this process is agonizing in any affected location, and the efforts
might still be in vain..

2

...through Doctor Tobanna Abernathy. Renowned as a maverick in the medicinal world, her hands are the only in
existence that can heal this ailment – but she is currently on a research mission, deep in a dangerous jungle.

3

...to cut open any affected area (if feasible) and pack it with the pedals of a moonshadow flower. This ingredient
is rare, but there are some individuals – and protected groves – known to possess it.

4

...by uttering the poison’s magical verbal antidote – a series of words and phrases chosen by the alchemist
who brewed the concoction. When spoken, they remove all semblance of the poison from the victim.

5

...with the bone-sap of a horrific Pyranodon. To hunt this prey is often futile and nearly always deadly – the
razor sharp wings of the beast are matched in ferocity only by the superheated flames they spew from their
great maws.

6

...by submerging the wound in a bath of mystical water – the water in question must be from a legendary
location, having rained down upon the magically attuned leaves of the trees that grow there.

7

...with the silvered hair of a mythological beast, believed to be extinct for centuries. It is said the wound will
heal flawlessly when stitched in the fine hairs of this mysterious creature.

8

...with immediate amputation or removal of the affected area – as soon as this toxin gets into the heart
through the bloodstream, it’s game over (man).

9

...by digesting another poison of equal or greater potency – out of the frying pan and into the fire, perhaps...

10

...through immediate removal of the poison from the wound, whether by sucking out the toxin, or through other
methods. Once removed, the poison mystically becomes the cure for itself when reapplied to the victim.

Campfire scenes are perfect for narrating characters who dip their daggers into poisons, sharpen
their own blades, or fletch their own arrows. Encourage these awesome roleplaying moments –
and consider using them as a replacement for ammunition-tracking mechanics.

METHODS
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AXES

MADNESS

d20

40

Axe Physical Features

1

A primitive, hill-dwarf ice skate has been fastened to the reverse end of this goalie’s stick of the same,
infamously brutal sport. The haft is painted with blue and white stripes.

2

This axe is crafted from the sharpened belt buckle of an infamous giant – his mother’s likeness carved crudely
into the buckle by his own hand.

3

This axe was commissioned by a powerful sea-dwelling prince – it is crafted entirely of shimmering gold, and
the reverse end of its handle climaxes into an elaborate trident.

4

The bladed edge of this axe has been evenly notched into half a maw of steel teeth, and a pair of malevolent
eyes have been painted into one side of the head, making the vicious weapon take on a savage grin.

5

The head of this axe has been replaced with the scythe-like forearm blade of some great jungle cat – the
naturally razor-sharp edge has vanquished many prey, to be sure.

6

Inlaid with runes of glowing jade, this otherwise crimson axe has been expertly forged into the shape of a
wyvern’s gaping maw – a slayer’s weapon.

7

This mundane battleaxe has been blunted by years of use, but it appears to bear the mark of some distant
queen.

8

The head of this axe has a charred hole burned through it – the souvenir of an encounter with a vicious firearm.

9

The wooden haft of this long axe has been chiseled with the heights of its owner’s many children, and a bloody
cloth has been tied around the weapon’s neck.

10

This coastal raider’s bearded axe has been lightly corroded by the years spent at sea.

11

This absurdly ornate axe has been coated in superfluous patterning and shaped into the head of a ludicrous,
roaring dragon – it has spent more years on a child’s bedroom wall than in the hands of an experienced warrior.

12

This axe was crafted from the axle of a wagon, said to be forged from one of the vehicles that survived an
infamous arcane tragedy.

13

This short-hafted lumberjack’s axe came from a region known for its hard-working loggers. A note has been
etched in one corner of the head – “To Tanner, From Pa. Happy 13th”.

14

The vein of magically radioactive ore that the head of this axe was forged from still maintains some of its
sickening purple glow.

15

The broad, steel blade of a guillotine has been affixed to a haft of dry-rotted wood. This merciless decapitator
claimed the lives of peasant and noble alike, before being transformed into this haphazard weapon of war.

16

This axe’s head has been expertly curved so as to double as a shovel – the perfect weapon for a barrowman.

17

The head of this axe has been crafted of rare firesteel – its dark center of matte stone surrounded by the
glowing hot embers of its superheated edge.

18

The perfectly-formed head of this elven battleaxe has been shaped into the likeness of a revered leaf,
commonly seen growing around the woodland realm.

19

The head of this former warhammer has been roughly smashed by something (or someone) powerful enough to
flatten it into a shoddy, brutish axe.

20

Along the broad side of this magnificent ivory axe is an intricate map of a massive river delta, known only to
those educated in exotic lore. The rivers of sapphire inlays extend outward towards the blade in a beautiful,
weblike pattern.

Splitface, The Professor’s Pendulum, Evisceratoria, Grassroots, The Third Strike

d12

Special Weapon Abilities

1

Quenched and tempered in the blood of a mystical troll, this axe blesses its wielder with a mild increase in
strength – but at some dark, hidden cost.

2

This fire marshal’s axe is blessed with the magic of the sea, and is surrounded by a flame-extinguishing aura.

3

Traditionally this axe can only change owners if it is won in battle. If it is not, it mysteriously returns to its
rightful owner within 24 hours.

4

This axe has a markedly long, flexible handle, and gives the wielder advantage against any effects of being
knocked prone.

5

This axe of legend grants vitality when it is blessed with the sounds of song – singing a hymn or whistling a
tune periodically grants its wielder with the regenerating energy of healing.

6

This axe is brutally durable and sharp, as useful for smashing more powerful locks as it is for splitting heads.

7

The reverse end of this axe’s handle is equipped with a treacherous hook. Its wielder can attack multiple times
in quick succession with this multipurpose tool of death.

8

This axe is exceptionally smooth and perfectly shaped for concealment. Despite its large size, it can be easily
hidden beneath a cloak with almost no discomfort.

9

This axe exists permanently in between planes of reality – at its wielder’s will, it can manifest itself as a
phantasmal form, flickering and wavering in vibrant, rippling energy.

10

This axe has been balanced flawlessly by the nearby hill tribes. Despite its size and weight, it is not so easily
disarmed from its wielder’s grasp.

11

The wielder of this axe has the ability to absorb an enemy’s aggressive magic within it, at the cost of one’s own
vitality. Each time this is done, the weapon becomes more powerful than before.

12

Unless healed through magical means, anyone struck by this naturally venomous axe will continue to bleed
indefinitely – a weapon after a villain’s own heart...

MADNESS

King’s Shroud, Smitty’s Bloody Smirk, Truth or Consequences, Straggler’s Bane
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CROSSBOWS

MADNESS

d20

46

Crossbow Physical Features

1

The skull and horns of a massive battle ram make up the limbs and riser for this dwarven rangers’ crossbow.
The grip has been wrapped in the grayed fur of some monstrous beast.

2

The front of this crossbow is emblazoned with a raven’s screaming beak, in the style of a native tribe’s totems.
Black and blue feathers decorate the arms of the bow in large, beautiful plumes – a customary adornment of
the people and their mystics.

3

This crossbow was the result of either an ancient miscommunication or an elaborate prank – built into the
weapon’s central frame is the hand of a mummy, locked eternally in a rude gesture.

4

Wrapped around the grip of this otherwise bland mercenary’s crossbow is a one-hundred-crown bill – the first
buck its owner ever made for a hit.

5

A beautiful, golden statue of an eagle – wings spread wide – forms the framework of this ceremonial
crossbow. Its grip is tightly-wound with silk rope.

6

Beautiful leaves of bold green sprout from this living crossbow, and the central “handle” has been organically
formed into a comfortable, natural grip.

7

Wood-burned into the sides and arms of this hard, oak crossbow is a musical staff, filled with the notation for
a well-known tune in the region.

8

This crossbow has a colorful poisonous snake carved around the entirety of its surface, with the reptile’s
gaping maw gnashing into its own tail around the grip.

9

Engraved into this pearl-white crossbow is a pouncing lioness with red eyes and golden teeth. Its handle is a
fine grip of gold and silver cloth.

10

Inlaid upon this crossbow of blue and white is some sort of ancient oath – the words talk of ice and bone, and
pledge fealty to an ancient and horrible king.

11

This crossbow has been forged from dark onyx and carved from rich, cherry wood. Dangling from its handle is a
small pouch of herbs, dried bits of flora, and natural cures to common ailments.

12

The grip of this crossbow is an expertly made cushion of purple and black, and the knots and imperfections in
the weapon’s naturally golden wood can be seen clearly along its surface.

13

This crossbow has been built around a noble, yet mangled grip – the crushed and deformed crown of a longexiled king – it is said he crafted and carried the weapon himself in a great crusade.

14

This hand-crossbow has been assembled from the spare parts of other weapons, to form one chaotically
gaudy, multicolored armament.

15

This heavy crossbow was once a large pickaxe, forged of dark stone. The tool’s points have been worn into
nubs from years of use before its tenure as a weapon of war.

16

This crossbow is constructed of myriad cogs, gears, and whirring parts which spin, churn, and ding as the
bronze and iron weapon is gripped, loaded, and fired.

17

The golden insignia of some faroff regiment of marines is emblazoned on the grip of this military handcrossbow, and a small oak leaf pin has been firmly stuck into the stock.

18

Having been placed above a doorway for years without use, this dry-rotted yet still sturdy crossbow is parched
to the touch. It seems to have been recently restrung, however – one skilled in the matter can tell it has since
been used precisely once.

19

The pure crystal that forms the framework of this nearly translucent crossbow is affixed into a stock of whitestained wood – the tooth of an extinct beast is embedded in the grip.

20

This multi-armed crossbow bears the visage of a terrifying spider, and the drawstring its iron web. When
loaded and fired, the mechanical creature’s legs stretch and twist.

Arm of Blackblood, Perry’s Pocket Holdout, Calm Before the Storm, Viperbite

d12

Special Weapon Abilities

1

This crossbow is crafted of enchanted yew – violently hallucinogenic vapor is emitted when it is grasped by
someone other than its bonded bearer.

2

The engineer who crafted this crossbow implanted a wondrous device, allowing it to reload itself from a
magazine of bolts loaded into it before the fight.

3

If the wielder of this crossbow utters the command word scrawled on the bottom, their appearance will be
disguised until they fire the weapon or reveal themselves.

4

Any who fire a bolt from this crossbow can see from the perspective of the arrow itself – it seems to have
been blessed by a mage of some skill.

5

A small segment of this crossbow has been made from the bookshelf in a famed dwarven library. This mystical
crossbow now grants those who wield it the ability to understand any language spoken to them.

6

Vicious rose thickets have been strategically wrapped around this crossbow, making it enormously painful to
those who fail to wield it with great care.

7

This crossbow can be disassembled and reorganized, becoming two smaller crossbows – the new one is
already loaded and prepared to fire.

8

Invented by the combat medic of a holy order, this crossbow can fire glowing white bolts of healing energy in
lieu of traditional bolts.

9

This weapon gives off a supersonic frequency, perfectly attuned to the ears of goblinoids. Any creature wielding
it becomes virtually silent to goblins and their ilk.

10

With the flip of a switch, this crossbow can be made to operate as a harpoon – the thin cable inside is stronger
than it looks.

11

This weapon’s original owner must have been a master of riddles. Dozens upon dozens of riddles – and their
answers – are etched across the crossbow. Surely these can be helpful in the future...

12

Inside the handle of this crossbow is a small compartment. Anything placed inside is teleported to a separate
magical pouch, and vice versa.

MADNESS

Boatman’s Ballista, Hailstorm, Death’s Door, Ashbringer, Old Bill’s Blindsider
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